The maximum permissible ambient noise and frequency-specific averaging time on the measurement of distortion product otoacoustic emissions.
The effects of ambient noise and averaging time on distortion product otoacoustic emission (DPOAE) measurements were systematically examined in 20 normally hearing adults. For each frequency from 0.7 to 6 kHz, 2f1-f2 DPOAEs were measured at nine intensity levels of ambient noise for each of four different averaging times. The dependent variable of interest was the DPOAE:noise ratio (D:N)--the relationship between DPOAE amplitude and noise level at 2f1-f2. Findings indicated that, relative to the baseline condition (25 dBA), ambient noise levels of 40 dBA or greater affected the D:N considerably in the lower frequencies. However, noise levels of 55-65 dBA did not affect the D:N in the higher frequencies. Results also indicated that, to achieve detectable DPOAEs, longer averaging times were required as ambient noise increased and as frequency decreased. Based on the results, the maximum permissible ambient noise levels (MPANLs) were estimated in relation to averaging time.